Girolamo Manfredi (*c*.1430--93), a master of medicine and astrology at the University of Bologna for some thirty years, produced, in the second half of the fifteenth century, a didactic compilation of 568 questions and answers related to two main topics: the human body and the preservation of its health, and causal explanations regarding human behaviour. This encyclopaedic *summa*, dedicated to his patron Giovanni II Bentivoglio and entitled *Liber de Homine* (also known as *Il Perché*) belongs to the genre of *Problems* literature, which has a long history that, in the mediaeval Latin West, starts with the Salernitan questions in the twelfth century. These were normally produced in Latin, by and for natural philosophers or physicians. Yet targeting a more general readership, Girolamo opted for transmitting his ideas in Italian. In this respect he was not unique: Évrart de Conty (*c*.1330--1405), the physician of King Charles V of France, produced a French translation of and a commentary on Aristotle's *Problemata* almost a century earlier. Girolamo's *Liber de Homine* unfolds the dynamics of diffusing medical knowledge to the broader sectors of society, and provides ample evidence for the vernacularisation of scientific knowledge in the fifteenth century. The pressure and drive to reach out to society and expose it to scientific knowledge has thus a long history.

The work is divided into two books. The first is a *regimen sanitatis*, following the traditional rules of this genre of medical writing with some idiosyncratic touches. The second links man's bodily composition to various behavioural patterns (*de causis in homine circa compositione eius*). Though the word physiognomy appears in the text only once (in the title of the first chapter), the present editor, like many historians before, regards it as a physiognomy text-book, the first of its kind to be composed in a vernacular language and structured as a series of questions largely selected from Pseudo-Aristotle's *Problems.* The book became a best seller in Italy and was printed there three times in the fifteenth century, and eleven times in the sixteenth century. There are also a further eleven manipulated Italian editions throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the latest in 1678 Venice. The first edition from 1474 was one of the first books to be printed in Bologna, and the 1512 Ancona edition is the first book printed in this city. Leonardo had a copy on his bookshelf. All this suggests that Girolamo's *Liber de Homine* had a significant and lasting presence in Renaissance and early modern Italy and thus deserves our attention.

The present elegantly produced volume provides an edition of the Zaragoza, 1567 Castilian translation by Pedro de Ribas, accompanied by a lucid and learned introduction that places the original Italian book and its Castilian translation in context. Neither for the regimen of health, nor for the physiognomy is there any attempt by the editor to unearth the sources of the information divulged by Girolamo. The critical apparatus is limited to the relationship between the translation and the original Italian text (even references to uncontested sources such as the Pseudo-Aristotelian *Problemata* and the *Secretum Secretorum* are not identified, not to mention Pietro d'Abano's influential commentary on the Pseudo-Aristotelian *Problemata*, which was possibly known to the author). For a discussion of the regimen an important and relevant secondary source, Marilyn Nicoud, *Les régimes de santé au Moyen Âge: naissance et diffusion d'une écriture médicale en Italie et en France (XIIIe--XVe siècle)* (Rome: École française de Rome, 2007) could have enriched the introductory debate and situated the first part of the text in the longer history of this genre of medical writing.

The Castilian translation is an expurgated version of the original Italian text and contains only 494 of the questions. It includes the two letters of dedication by Antonio de Furno, the book-dealer who was behind the project, and the original sixteenth-century alphabetical index of subjects and themes. The editor, Antònia Carré, has added the missing seventy four questions (in the Italian original) in an appendix, enabling us to reconstruct the rationale for omitting the questions and exposing the prudish world-view of Pedro the translator (most questions concerning coitus were omitted) and the general dynamics of self-censorship. In his largely literal and accurate translation, Pedro avoids the use of technical terms, opts for simple language, refrains from excessive references to authorities, and adds simplifying and concluding remarks at the end of more complex responses. This may explain the popularity of the text.

Antònia Carré edited in 2004 the anonymous Catalan translation (Barcelona, 1499) of *Liber de Homine*, and the two independent Iberian translations (together with the 1988 edition of the Italian original text) now constitute an important and welcome cluster of texts for anybody interested in the vernacularisation of scientific knowledge, the history of medical books, the emergence of medical terminology in sixteenth-century Iberia, and the complex impact of translations on a core text.
